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PDF Page Remover is a great solution for removing blank pages from any document, and is a standalone application that does not require Adobe Acrobat. It supports all PDF versions including XPS, and with its impressive set of features, it can be used to remove blank pages from both scanned or edited documents. The set of features: 1.
Displays the list of files you have selected. 2. Offers great preconfigured settings to enable you to remove blank pages. 3. Provides a backup option so that you can have the deleted pages backed up. 4. Supports all PDF documents including all versions (version 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, and even higher versions. 5. Has an intuitive user interface that is

easy to use. 6. Offers various settings options to customize the application. 7. Has an impressive set of features that can be utilized to remove blank pages from your PDF documents. 8. Has a user-friendly interface that makes the process of removing blank pages quick and efficient. 9. Provides a feature that allows you to back up the
removed blank pages before deleting them. 10. Has an exceptional capability of handling all PDF versions. 11. A standalone application that doesn’t require Adobe Acrobat. 12. Provides a user-friendly interface that can be configured to do your work in a couple of clicks. 13. Has a feature that offers you the option to save the removed

blank pages as a new folder. 14. Has an innovative feature that can save the deleted pages in a report, which can be saved in various formats, and can be saved to a custom location. 16. Provides a feature that enables you to specify the tolerance value for blank pages. 16. Offers a feature that allows you to delete the deleted blank pages even
when they have a dark edge. 17. Is a standalone application that can be configured to do your work in a couple of clicks. 18. Supports all PDF documents including all versions (version 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, and even higher versions. 19. Displays the list of files you have selected. 20. Has a feature that provides you an option to backup the removed

blank pages. 21. Allows you to control the time interval at which the application will remove the blank pages from your PDF documents. 22. Has a feature that enables you to specify the location where you want to save the deleted pages.
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Key Macro is a program that helps automate repetitive actions in Office 2007, 2010, 2013 and 2016. Easily automates tasks by adding shortcut keys to any command, task, event, button, procedure, object, or on any command. Version 3.2.7 now supports the following: Key Macro is a powerful, affordable, easy to use and highly effective
keyboard-macro add-in for Microsoft Office applications that can speed up repetitive keyboard operations. Key Macro creates keyboard shortcuts that will start any given application, allow you to automate most keyboard operations, including typing, scrolling and search. Key Macro also allows you to record text input. Key Macro is simply
put, the key you press is recorded into a macro, then when you press that key again, it will repeat the macro. Key Macro is able to add and subtract hotkeys as needed for a given macro. With the speed of using keyboard shortcuts, Key Macro allows you to reduce your work time as well as having more time for what is important to you. Key
Macro Features: Easy to use and highly effective. Add hotkeys to any command, task, event, button, procedure, object, or on any command in a simple user interface. Easily automate repetitive keyboard operations such as typing, scrolling and search. Record text input with ease. Easily and quickly add hotkeys to any command, task, event,
button, procedure, object, or on any command. Copy HotKeys, Record HotKeys, Paste HotKeys, Copy Text Input, Record Text Input, Play, Pause, Stop. Create hotkeys for any Macro, or for all macros in a document. Specify keyboard shortcuts according to the tasks you need to perform in any application. Cancel any actions in progress.

Specify the HotKey and Key Sequence for the HotKey, as well as add an optional description. Move your hotkeys to anywhere you want. Key Macro User Guide: Getting Started: Key Macro Version 3.2.7 1d6a3396d6
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PDF page remover allows to recover and delete blank pages from PDF documents. The app also allows to remove from PDF documents file footnotes, meta data and signatures. Features: - You can remove all pages, selected pages or pages up to a specified page number. - Tolerance: you can specify a very small page number, so that it will
not remove any pages. - You can specify a very big page number, so that it will not remove any pages. - You can remove all pages with left-right marks (OCG), all pages with black edges, or only the most left (top) page. - You can specify a page range, so that it will remove the pages between these two numbers. - You can specify a page
range to recover, so that it will not remove any pages between these two numbers. - You can specify a file path where to save the recovered pages. - You can specify a folder path, where to save the recovered pages. - You can specify an output file path, where to save the recovered pages. - You can specify an output file name, so that it will
save the output file. - You can specify a report name, so that it will save the recovered pages as a report in TXT or CSV format. - You can specify the report file path, where to save the recovered pages. - You can save a report as HTML, XML, CSV or TXT. - You can specify the report format to save as HTML, XML, CSV or TXT. - You
can specify the file path to output log file, where to save the recovered pages. - You can specify the file path to save the result as CSV, TXT or HTML. - You can specify the file path to output log file, where to save the recovered pages. - The file format of the input PDF document can be PDF, DjVu, EPDF, XPS, TIFF, or JPG. - The
output file format can be PDF, DjVu, EPDF, XPS, TIFF, or JPG. Author: Author: Your Rating: Your Name: Tagged as: The 3 Best Regulators Of Heat, Electricity And Air are: These are three homes which have the best energy efficiency.The three best regulators of heat, electricity and air are a French-Swiss concept. They are

What's New in the AxpertSoft Pdf Page Remover?

All my posts are linked with a google document which contains links to articles about various topics. This is an article about a well-known software/website which has the same name as the product. Do not use any product called "AxpertSoft" at Description:              
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System Requirements For AxpertSoft Pdf Page Remover:

OS: Windows XP Windows Vista/7 Windows 8 Windows 10 Mac OSX 10.8 or later Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (2.4GHz) Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad (2.8GHz) Memory: 2 GB RAM Video Card: Nvidia GeForce 8800 GTX Hard Drive: 4 GB Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Internet Connection: Broadband or modem Screenshots:
Get started with this download
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